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Dear Minister

II
19TH November, 2019

Re: Hanson Heidelberg Application SSD 15_7293 for a New Quarry at Sancrox NSW
I am a part owner of land in Le Clos, Sancrox. My land is located proximate to the proposed new Sancrox quarry. I amaware the Hanson Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is on exhibition until 12th December 2019 and I am extremelyconcerned that the Statement fails to address issues under the categories I have listed here in my letter.
My concern is based not only on the impact this proposed quarry will have on Le Clos, but also on the local community,environment and future of the area in general. I have had a long−term interest in the Port Macquarie area and my familyhas connections to this area through a number of generations. My vision for the area is of a flourishing communitywhich is central to the future growth of Port Macquarie as it is centrally located between Port Macquarie, Wauchope,Telegraph Point and Laurieton. Many people believe that this will soon become the centre of the city of Port Macquarie(like Homebush is to Sydney) and clearly, a quarry (especially one that is wishing to expand) does not have a place in thisvision.

I wish to object to the proposed quarry expansion — ERM Reference 0418291 (Environmental Assessment and PlanningAct 1979). The current proposal seems to contain myths, omissions from the EIS, inconsistencies and concerningimpacts for local residents, business and future residents.
The proposed Sancrox quarry application has been presented as an expansion project. This appears to be incorrect as itwould be more accurately described as a new quarry. The proposed expansion is to be located on a new Lot and DP andall plant is to be moved, and therefore it would be best described as a new quarry, especially given that the existingquarry was to be closed last century.

Port Macquarie is one of the fastest growth areas in NSW and all future development is moving towards the west. It hasless residential lots than it has quarry rock. Hanson describe the resources found in their existing quarry and potentialnew quarry is in short supply. What they fail to disclose is the true number of quarries located in the local area with thesimilar material. Hanson claim they don't own other resources in the area, but they own Lot 2 DP 814356 at MilligansRoad, Bago where there are ample Reserves closer than the 200km claimed in their submissions. I believe this quarryalso contains high quality rhyolite daicite. Hanson claim that transport costs will be excessive because of 200km haulagedistance. More accurately the supply from Bago is only 20km from Sancrox, so this would be negligible.
My land is part of an estate of some 51 Lots of approximately 2 Ha each. I, with a group of lot owners, are currently inthe process of working with the local Council to have our land rezoned to Residential, from the current PrimaryProduction (Primary production on this land has failed and it has been deemed by Council that Residential would be thebest outcome for the city). Port Macquarie Hastings Council indicated they would not support an application for RuralResidential land, as was originally presented to them. The Council advised that Sancrox land is earmarked forResidential development and the adopted UGMS has indicated Fernbank Creek and Sancrox to be the next areas ofinvestigation. I along with a group of likeminded Lot owners have been working with the local Council to begin theinvestigations and we have engaged the services of a local Land Development company, Land Dynamics Australia, toassist in this process.
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After a lengthy process our application has been presented to Port Macquarie Hastings Council for pre−lodgement, priorto being sent to the Stage level for consideration. Working closely with the planners and managers at Port MacquarieHastings Council, we have been working extremely hard towards an outcome to supply further residential land.
Hanson claim in their submission that Port Macquarie has a 15 year supply of Residential land. It is worth noting thatthe Council has acknowledged that the new Biodiversity Legislation introduced in 2016 has meant that the estimated 15year supply of Residential land as stated in the UGMS and referred to in the Hanson letter, may be grosslyoverestimated. It is believed by the local Land Development experts, including Land Dynamics Australia, that theamount of Residential land remaining in Port Macquarie is only approx. 5−7 years. This figure is to be confirmed by astudy currently being conducted in conjunction with the Port Macquarie Hastings Council. This is concerning given therate of growth in this area and the need for residential land to be available and affordable for the new residents movingto this area.

We have been required to meet many standards at the Local government level throughout the process of applying forapproval of our application. Our expectation is that an even more rigorous process be applied in consideration of aState Significant Development application for a quarry in an area where there is an existing and rapidly growingresidential community and, as well, a sensitive ecological zone.
When considering this application from Hanson for the new quarry please consider the following:
MAJOR CONCERNS −

1. A "High use" koala habitat exists in the centre of the proposed new quarry, as shown in the GreaterSancrox study concluded in 2015. Recent bushfires which have ravaged our local area, havediminished our already struggling koala population. Koala habitats have been destroyed overthousands of hectares, and in fact, this area, is one of only a few, which have not yet bene impactedby bushf ire to date.
2. A very large portion of the proposed new pit is a "medium use" koala habitat.

a. Given the devastating bushfires currently threatening this already endangered species, nowmore than ever we need to protect their habitat.
3. A subregional biological linkage corridor runs right through the centre of the proposed new pitlocation.
4. An Endangered Ecological Community (EEC) of Flax leaved paperbark, prickly−leaved tea tree is locatedin the area of the new pit.
5. Significant swamp oak and mixed eucalypt open forest areas will have to be destroyed.
6. Previous studies revealed 5 hollow bearing trees for koala habitat in the proposed pit area. The EISprepared by Hanson says there is only 1.
7. Twice daily blasting at the quarry will impact traffic on Sancrox Rd and may impact the Pacific Highway,

every blast. How this will be managed is uncertain but there is a code of conduct for blast guardingwhich has been developed by the Australian Explosives Industry and Safety Group. If Hanson were toadopt these standards, local traffic as well as highway traffic could potentially be impacted.8. I understand that Hanson have been unable or unwilling to comply with the requirements for theirexisting quarry to have screens of trees surrounding the quarry to safeguard the local area. Howtherefore will they cope with the requirements of significantly higher standard mitigation measuresgiven the dimension of the proposed larger new pit? Public safety is paramount in this area as anumber of people use this road to travel between Port Macquarie and Wauchope as an alternateroute. This would also impact on residents of the Sancrox and Rawdon Island who use this roadalready. This population is growing also.



9. Possibly the impacted areas cannot be contained within the Hanson owned land simply viamanagement of mitigation measures.
10. The new Sancrox quarry project will fragment and alienate land and result in conflict with adjoiningland uses.

The quarry is not ideally situated. In every direction over the range of 300m — 1,300m, there is both currentand potential residential development and this new proposal is not consistent with the needs for this localgovernment area.
Omissions from the EIS −

1. No mention is made of the currently being constructed 142 Lot Rural Residential sub−division to thewest of the site (Le Clos Verdun), the eastern boundary of which is only 600m from the western edgeof the new quarry.
2. No mention is made of the existing houses located on Le Clos Sancrox, the nearest of which is less thanlkm from the edge of the proposed new quarry and the proposal currently being considered by PMHCto rezone the whole Le Clos Sancrox as residential, the closest parts of which will be approximately300m from the southern edge of the proposed new quarry.3. No mention is made of any bund to the south of the last stage of the new quarry which is essential toprotect anything on Le Clos Sancrox. Furthermore, will any bund be effective anyway?4. No mention is made of the high−speed rail corridor which goes right through the middle of the deepestpart of the quarry. This will require the high−speed corridor to be moved onto the adjoining landowned by Jeff Freeman.

5. No mention is made of the impact upon the Billabong Wildlife Park and Koala Sanctuary less than 1 kmfrom the pit.
6. Hanson has not made appropriate recognition of the biological community corridor nor identified howto manage its removal and create alternatives.

Inconsistencies in the EIS

1. Page 39 of the EIS shows the bitumen plant being coal fired. Page 40 of the EIS says the bitumen plantis gas fired, therefore how can this information be relied upon.
Negative impacts:

1. It may not be advisable for local residents to drink their tank water because of the dust impact.2. The efficiency of solar panels for hot water heating and electricity will diminish significantly over timebecause of a build−up of dust.
3. Costs of home maintenance will increase with more frequent painting, cleaning of roof and down pipesand windows, all from a build−up of dust.
4. Local residents can expect their sleep will be disrupted from noise from the quarry 24/7. Sleepdeprivation can adversely impact health. Other health impacts could include increase in respiratoryissues associated with increased dust and debris in the air and local atmosphere.5. The current freedom of movement of local residents may be impacted twice daily, from blasting.6. Blasting from the current operations are already impacting on the local businesses of CassegrainWinery and Expressway spares, as debris is regularly raining down on their respective rooves, (asreported by them).



7. There may be a higher concentration of dust particles within the air within the region for the next 10 —
30 years.

Considerations not given enough attention

1. The community's need for good quality quarry material must be in balance with the social and
economic costs of its extraction. Quarries need to be located in areas where high they are best suited
and not detrimental to human life or local animal species and environment.

2. Port Macquarie is the fastest growth area in NSW and all future development is to the west, i t has less
residential Lots than it has quarry rock

3. Quarry operation within the PMHC area are quite competitive.
4. Hanson's has not adhered to approval conditions for operations at the existing Sancrox quarry why

expect a different outcome with a substantially more difficult to operate quarry?
5. A "new" quarry at Sancrox will deliver Hanson all the upside, and PMHC and existing and future

communities all the downside. An approval for a "new" quarry also gives Hanson a significantly
enhanced competitive position.

6. Round the clock quarry operation, blasting vibration, showering from rock and dust, noise and truck
movements and the cost of dust removal over a long−haul period requires a very substantial and much
more detailed / enhanced EIS than has been prepared in respect of the current application.

7. If approving authorities sterilize land adjoining the quarry PMHC loses the availability of land identified
in the UGMS 2017−2035. If not PMHC will bear the cost of monitoring and policing of Hanson's
mitigation measures for the new quarry. That is the whole community must bear a cost if Hanson's
application is approved.

8. Given the lack of detail provided by the applicant it is questionable as to whether State Significant
Development legislation be applied to consider the application by Hanson for a new Sancrox quarry.

9. There may well be better local resources available to Hanson at DP814356 Milligans Rd, Bago to meet
the Regional need other than the proposed "new" quarry at Sancrox.

10. The proposed quarry requires either very specific and substantial mitigation measures or a larger
footprint, or perhaps a new approach to mining or a combination of each.

I understand the need for good quality quarry material but there must be a balance with the social and
economic costs of its extraction. The Government must ensure that this application go through a far more
rigours process that a Residential development, given that the processed development will not need any
clearing and will enhance the local diversity.

My request is that you as a member of the Ministerial Collegiate within the Government of NSW make
enquiries and take initiatives to ensure that the approval processes standards being applied at every level of
government are rigorous, fair and balanced, and in particular that you look into the matter of Application SSD
9946 to validate that it meets these criteria.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Kind Regards

Angela ChannelIs


